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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name. 3 

A. Linda M. Kallas. 4 

Q. Are you the same Linda M. Kallas who submitted pre-filed Direct Testimony on behalf 5 

of The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”) and North Shore Gas 6 

Company (“North Shore”) (together, “the Utilities”) in this consolidated Docket? 7 

A. Yes. 8 

B. Purposes of Testimony 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony in this proceeding? 10 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to discuss certain adjustments to the Utilities’ requested 11 

rate increases in this consolidated Docket as proposed by staff and interveners in their 12 

direct testimony to this consolidated Docket.  Specifically, I will discuss certain 13 

adjustments proposed by Illinois Commerce Commission (the Commission”) Staff 14 

(“Staff”) witnesses Dianna Hathhorn, Bonita Pearce, and Thomas Griffin, and GCI1 15 

witness David Effron.  I also will discuss a functionalization issue raised by Staff witness 16 

Mike Luth. 17 

C. Summary of Conclusions 18 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your rebuttal testimony. 19 

As detailed below, certain adjustments recommended by Staff witnesses Dianna 20 

Hathhorn, Bonita Pearce, and Thomas Griffin, and GCI witness David Effron are either 21 

                                                 
1  “GCI” refers to the testimony jointly presented by the Illinois Attorney General’s Office (the “AG”), the 

City of Chicago, and the Citizens Utility Board. 
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not appropriate or require adjustments to the related calculations.  Specifically, the 22 

adjustments proposed by Ms. Hathhorn for uncollectible expense, collection agency fees, 23 

and Peoples Energy Corporation (“PEC”) officer costs and director fees are not 24 

appropriate.  My testimony provides additional information relative to Ms. Pearce’s 25 

adjustment for incentive pay (which is opposed on the merits by Utilities witness James 26 

Hoover in his Rebuttal Testimony).  Mr. Griffin’s adjustment for Injuries and Damages is 27 

based on incorrect interpretation of responses to data requests that when corrected 28 

indicate an adjustment to these costs is not appropriate.  Mr. Effron’s adjustment to rate 29 

base for Other Post Employment Benefits (“OPEB”) liabilities is not appropriate because 30 

it is unwarranted and one-sided.  The Utilities agree in part to Mr. Effron’s three 31 

proposed adjustments to certain expenses driven by gas prices but are proposing changes 32 

in the adjustments based on updated prices.  Finally, Mr. Luth’s recommended 33 

functionalization of software assets results in part from incomplete information in a 34 

response of the Utilities to a data request and this data request had been supplemented to 35 

provide the missing information.   36 

D. Itemized Attachments to Rebuttal Testimony 37 

Q. Are there any attachments to your Rebuttal Testimony? 38 

A. Yes, I am attaching and sponsoring the following exhibits:  39 

 NS-PGL Ex. LK-2.1N -- NSG – Adjustments to Operating Income2 40 

 NS-PGL Ex. LK-2.1P -- PGL – Adjustment to Operating Income 41 

 NS-PGL Ex. LK-2.2N -- NSG – Adjustments to Injuries and Damages 42 

                                                 
2  “N” at the end of an exhibit name and “NSG” are references to North Shore.  “P” at the end of an exhibit 

name and “PGL” are references to Peoples Gas. 
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 NS-PGL Ex. LK-2.2P --  PGL – Adjustments to Injuries and Damages 43 

 NS-PGL Ex. LK-2.3 -- NSG and PGL – Adjustments Related to Gas Costs 44 

II. DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS 45 

A. Proposed Adjustments of Staff Witness Dianna Hathhorn 46 

Q. Did you review the direct testimony of Staff witness Dianna Hathhorn (Staff Ex. 2.0)? 47 

A. Yes, I did. 48 

Q. Do you agree with her recommended adjustments? 49 

A. Not in all cases.  Peoples Gas and North Shore witness Salvatore Fiorella in his Rebuttal 50 

Testimony will address those adjustments with which the Utilities agree or are willing to 51 

accept in order to narrow the contested issues in this proceeding.  I will address below the 52 

reasons why I do not agree with Ms. Hathhorn’s proposed adjustments for uncollectible 53 

accounts expense, collection agency fees, and PEC officer costs and director fees. 54 

Q. Please describe Ms. Hathhorn’s proposed adjustment to pre-increase (test year adjusted 55 

revenue under existing rates) uncollectibles expenses. 56 

A. In Staff Ex. 1.0, Schedules 1.10 P and 1.10 N, Ms. Hathhorn is applying each utility’s 57 

uncollectible rate to the adjusted revenue (pre-increase) shown on each utility’s 58 

Schedule C-1.  The resulting calculations are then compared to the uncollectible accounts 59 

expense found on the Utilities’ Schedule C-4’s.  In her testimony, Ms. Hathhorn is stating 60 

that the Utilities’ pre-increase uncollectible expense should be decreased by this 61 

difference. 62 

Q. Do you agree with this adjustment? 63 
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A. No, I do not.  The details of the revenue adjustments shown on the Utilities’ 64 

Schedule C-1’s can be found on the Utilities’ Schedule C-2’s.  In each case where an 65 

adjustment was made to revenues, a corresponding adjustment was made to General 66 

Operation & Maintenance Expense representing an appropriate adjustment to 67 

uncollectibles expense.  Therefore, the uncollectibles expense shown on Staff’s 68 

Schedules 1.10 P and 1.10 N, line 4 (and the Utilities’ Schedule C-4’s) does not represent 69 

the amount of uncollectibles expense that the Utilities include in their revenue 70 

requirements.  The Utilities’ rebuttal Exhibits LK-2.1P and LK-2.1N reconcile revenue 71 

and uncollectibles expense as shown on their Schedule C-4’s to the amounts actually 72 

included in their original requested revenue requirements.  As shown on these Exhibits, 73 

the increase in revenue that results from the uncollectible riders does not result in an 74 

increase in uncollectible expense.  Instead, since the revenue represents the gas charge 75 

portion of uncollectible accounts, the revenue adjustment results in a decrease in the 76 

revenue requirements in base rates.  In summary, since the Utilities had already adjusted 77 

uncollectible expense as appropriate in their respective Schedules C-1s, Ms. Hathhorn’s 78 

proposed adjustment is not necessary.   79 

Q. Please describe Ms. Hathhorn’s adjustment to the Utilities’ pro forma collection agency 80 

fees. 81 

A. In Staff Ex. 1.0, Schedules 1.8 P and 1.8 N, Ms. Hathhorn is comparing historical 82 

collection activity costs to the proposed pro forma collection agency fees.  She also 83 

compares the amount to an annualized 2007 cost (based on amounts through March 84 

2007).  Based on this analysis, Ms. Hathhorn is recommending recovery of the 2006 85 
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actual costs only and the disallowance of the additional amount included in the Utilities’ 86 

requested pro forma amounts. 87 

Q. Do you agree with this disallowance? 88 

A. No, I do not.  The pro forma collection agency fees represent the average of collection 89 

agency fees for fiscal years 2003 through 2005.  As Mr. Fiorella states in his direct  90 

testimony, “Collection agency fees in the 2006 per book data are not representative of a 91 

normal year’s level of such fees due to the gas charge settlement.”  (Peoples Gas 92 

Ex. SF-1.0, 28:604-606)  Collection agencies are used to collect on older bad debt 93 

accounts.  Therefore, fiscal years 2006 and 2007 amounts are artificially low due to the 94 

companies’ agreement to not attempt to collect accounts that had been written-off and 95 

remained uncollected as of September 30, 2005.  Accounts written off subsequent to 96 

September 30, 2005, however are not forgiven and have been and will be assigned to 97 

collection agencies for collection.  This will result in collection agency fees being 98 

substantially more than experienced in the test year.  A good estimate of the expected 99 

level of collection agency fees for the first year that the rates set in this proceeding will 100 

be in effect is the fiscal year 2003 through 2005 average used in Mr. Fiorella’s proposed 101 

adjustment.  In other words, the averaging of actual experience not affected by the 102 

agreement (i.e., fiscal years 2003 through 2005) is much more indicative of normal 103 

activity and cost for this account. 104 

Q. In her discussion of this issue, Ms. Hathhorn states: “While I am not an attorney and am 105 

not offering a legal opinion, I note that the Companies’ Settlement Agreement accepted 106 

by the Commission (Exhibit 2 to 01-0707 Order) provided  as follows:” 107 

Amendment Section G: 108 
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Peoples Companies Not to Seek Recovery of Debt Write-Off or Forgiveness In 109 
Any Future Rate or Reconciliation Cases. 110 

Peoples companies hereby agree that they will not seek recovery in any future rate 111 
or reconciliation cases or any amounts of debt written-off or relieved under 112 
Sections IV and V of the January 17, 2006, Settlement Agreement.  Peoples 113 
Companies hereby agree that they will not seek recovery in any future rate or 114 
reconciliation cases of any amounts of debt written-off or relieved under 115 
Section F of this Amendment and Addendum.  This agreement does not affect the 116 
ability of Peoples Companies to recover any future bad debt as specifically 117 
authorized by the ICC nor or in the future…   118 

She continues: “The proposal to ‘normalize’ collection agency fees to account for the 119 

impact of writing-off certain bad debt pursuant to the Settlement Agreement would – if 120 

accepted – result in the indirect recovery of certain bad-debt that the Companies agreed to 121 

forgive.”  Do you agree with her assessment of the issue?. 122 

A. No, I do not.  The Utilities are not asking for recovery of the Settlement bad-debt, 123 

directly or indirectly.  The pro forma adjustment is simply intended to identify the normal 124 

cost of collection activity.  This is no different than any other adjustment to historical 125 

costs that are impacted by unusual activity.  These are operating expense items, not rate 126 

base items.  The collection agency fees that will be recovered through the rates set in the 127 

proceeding simply are not the same expenses that were subject to the language that 128 

Ms. Hathhorn quotes.  The collection agency fees will relate to accounts written off 129 

subsequent to September 30, 2005. 130 

In fact, this adjustment follows the intent of the agreement to eliminate all effects 131 

of the settlement.  To the extent collection fees are low due to the settlement, they should 132 

be adjusted to pre-settlement levels to eliminate the effects of the settlement. 133 

Q. Please describe Ms. Hathhorn’s proposed adjustment for PEC Officer Costs and Director 134 

Fees.   135 
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A. In Staff Ex. 1.0, Schedules 1.12 P and 1.12 N, a portion of PEC officers’ costs that had 136 

been allocated to PEC subsidiaries is reallocated to keep 10% of the costs at PEC.  137 

Ms. Hathhorn states in her testimony that this adjustment is necessary because these costs 138 

are necessary in managing PEC. 139 

Q. Do you agree with her adjustment? 140 

A. No, I do not.  PEC is a holding company with no independent activity and all operating 141 

activity and miscellaneous investments held by its subsidiaries.  Therefore the costs 142 

included in Ms. Hathhorn’s adjustment (mainly activity related to corporate oversight) 143 

are for the benefit of these subsidiaries and therefore should be borne by these 144 

subsidiaries with each subsidiary bearing its allocable share.  For example, the PEC risk 145 

management committee was designed to ensure proper controls over physical and 146 

financial commodity transactions.  A risk committee would be required at each subsidiary 147 

if it was not a combined committee at PEC. 148 

Q. In her direct testimony, Ms. Hathhorn comments on the allocation of expenses from PEC 149 

to the Utilities, specifically citing concern about certain intercompany expenses recorded 150 

to improper accounts on the Utilities’ books.  Please respond to her comments in this 151 

matter. 152 

A. At the time of the implementation of SAP (the PEC and its subsidiaries’ general ledger 153 

system) and the movement of certain functions from the Utilities to PEC, the Utilities 154 

together with PEC analyzed the costs that would be billed to the Utilities and set up 155 

processes to ensure that significant groups of costs were recorded in the proper expense 156 

categories of Peoples Gas and North Shore.  The main focus of the design was to ensure 157 

that costs were properly categorized for cost of service purposes.  For instance, any 158 
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customer related services billed from PEC is recorded in Account 902 or 903.  However, 159 

the company does acknowledge that certain less material costs such as lobbying costs did 160 

not get accurately segregated from other general and administrative costs.  As a result of 161 

the transaction by which Integrys Energy Group, Inc., (“Integrys”) became the parent of 162 

PEC, the Utilities, PEC, Integrys, and affiliate companies are seeking approval from the 163 

Commission in Docket 07-0361 and from three other public utility commissions to 164 

provide shared services to the Utilities via a shared services organization, Integrys 165 

Business Support, LLC.  Integrys, in conjunction with its subsidiaries, is currently 166 

designing the processes that will calculate the billings from this shared services 167 

organization and the design includes the initial recording of costs to accounts based on 168 

the Uniform System of Accounts (“USOA”) and the recording of billings from the shared 169 

services organization to the appropriate account under the USOA, as if the activity had 170 

been performed directly by the Utilities. 171 

B. Proposed Adjustments of Staff Witness Bonita Pearce 172 

Q. Did you review the testimony of Staff witness Bonita Pearce (Staff Ex. 2.0)? 173 

A. Yes, I did.   174 

Q. What aspect of Ms. Pearce’s testimony will you be addressing? 175 

A. Peoples Gas and North Shore witness James Hoover, in his Rebuttal Testimony, will 176 

discuss the merits of Ms. Pearce’s proposed adjustments related to incentive 177 

compensation costs.  I am providing additional information regarding the results of the 178 

2006 incentive compensation programs.  Ms. Pearce’s calculation of that adjustment is 179 

detailed in Staff Ex. 2.0. 180 
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Q. How much did Peoples Gas and North Shore accrue and pay out to employees based on 181 

fiscal year 2006 under the Team Incentive Award (“TIA”) Plan performance measures? 182 

A. Peoples Gas accrued $1,465,444, while North Shore accrued $142,124.  Peoples Gas paid 183 

out $1,502,584 of which $1,009,240 was paid on the operational performance measures.  184 

North Shore paid out $140,253, of which $94,204 was paid on the operational measures. 185 

Q. How much did Peoples Gas and North Shore accrue and pay out to employees based on 186 

fiscal year 2006 under the Individual Performance Bonus (“IPB”) Plan? 187 

A. Peoples Gas accrued $464,408, while North Shore accrued $32,502.  Peoples Gas paid 188 

out $625,791.  North Shore paid out $53,107. 189 

Q. What was the Peoples Gas accrual for fiscal year 2006 Short-term Incentive 190 

Compensation for Senior Management related to operational measures?   191 

A. The Peoples Gas accrual for fiscal year 2006 Senior Management incentive compensation 192 

was $457,000.  Of this, $306,953 related to operational performance measures.  There 193 

was not a payout, as discussed in the Rebuttal Testimony of James Hoover. 194 

C. Proposed Adjustment of Staff Witness Thomas Griffin 195 

Q. Did you review the testimony of Staff witness Thomas Griffin (Staff Ex. 4.0)? 196 

A. Yes, I did. 197 

Q. What aspect of Mr. Griffin’s testimony will you be addressing?  198 

A. I will be addressing Mr. Griffin’s proposed adjustment to Injuries and Damages expenses. 199 

Q. Please describe Mr. Griffin’s proposed adjustment. 200 
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A. Staff Ex. 4.0, Schedules 4.4P and 4.4N, compare amounts charged to injuries and 201 

damages expense to cash payments charged against the companies accrued liability for 202 

injury and damages claims.  This activity is averaged for fiscal years 2002 through 2006, 203 

and a ratio of the cash payments to expense is developed.  This ratio is then applied to the 204 

fiscal 2006 expense to calculate a “normalized” level of expense. 205 

Q. Please comment on this adjustment. 206 

A. First, as noted in Mr. Griffin’s response to the Utilities’ data request PGL – NS 2.12, 207 

certain figures shown on Staff Schedule 4.4P, page 2 of 2, are not accurate and therefore, 208 

the proposed adjustment needs to be corrected.  Mr. Griffin stated he will make this 209 

correction in his Rebuttal Testimony.  Even with this correction however, the proposed 210 

adjustment is not appropriate.  The information used to calculate this adjustment was 211 

supplied by the Utilities in responses to Staff data request TLG 1.05 and AG data request 212 

AG 2.41.  The information provided in TLG 1.05 represents total expense for each of the 213 

previously noted fiscal years.  This expense is comprised of two components: an accrual 214 

for known damages that are probable of resulting in a future payout greater than 215 

$100,000 and the expense for smaller claims that are recorded as payments are actually 216 

made.  The information provided in response to AG 2.41 represents only cash paid for 217 

damages that had been previously accrued.  The amounts provided do not include any 218 

cash payments for claims less than $100,000.  Therefore Staff Schedules 4.4P and 4.4N 219 

are not providing an accurate comparison of accruals versus cash payments. The attached 220 

rebuttal Exhibits LK-2.2P and LK-2.2N provide total cash payments for all claim 221 

activity.  Also included on Exhibits LK-2.2P and LK-2.2N is an updated calculation of a 222 

“normalized” expense as proposed by Mr. Griffin but using all cash payments related to 223 
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claims activity.  Although this new calculation results in a “normalized” expense 224 

somewhat lower than the actual 2006 amount, this difference is not significant enough to 225 

warrant any adjustment. 226 

D. Testimony of Staff Witness Mike Luth on Functionalization 227 

Q. Did you review the testimony of Staff witness Mike Luth (Staff Ex 7.0)? 228 

A. Yes, I did. 229 

Q. What aspect of Mr. Luth’s testimony will you be addressing ? 230 

A. I will be addressing Mr. Luth’s testimony relating to the functionalization of Peoples Gas 231 

Intangible Plant Account Nos. 303.1 and 303.2. 232 

Q. Please describe Mr. Luth’s proposal. 233 

A. In his direct testimony, Mr. Luth discusses Peoples Gas’ response to Staff data request 234 

ML 2.02 relating to the above Accounts.  After reviewing the response, Mr. Luth 235 

suggested an allocation of the costs in these Accounts across various functions as 236 

opposed to the allocation to customer costs as reflected in the company’s proposed cost 237 

of service. 238 

Q. Please comment on Mr. Luth’s proposal. 239 

A. Although Peoples Gas responded accurately to the data request, it is now apparent that 240 

the initial response was not responsive to the actual information that Mr. Luth was 241 

attempting to obtain.  Peoples Gas has served a revised response to this data request that  242 

identifies the major system costs included in the Account and the year that the related 243 

amounts were capitalized.  As noted in the initial response, a split between license costs 244 

and other implementation costs is not available.  However, for most major systems, the 245 
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most significant license costs would occur at the time of the initial implementation.  246 

Capitalization in later years usually involves additional labor or outside consultants to 247 

support the implementation of new functionality.  Peoples Gas and North Shore witness 248 

Valerie Grace, in her Rebuttal Testimony, will address the specific issue of 249 

functionalization in the cost of service calculations. 250 

E. Proposed Adjustments of GCI Witness David Effron 251 

Q. Did you review the testimony of GCI witness David Effron? 252 

A. Yes, I did. 253 

Q. What aspect of Mr. Effron’s testimony will you be addressing? 254 

A. I will be addressing Mr. Effron’s proposed adjustments for rate base for the Utilities’ 255 

liabilities for Other Post Employment Benefits (“OPEB”) and Mr. Effron’s proposed 256 

adjustments to the Utilities’ operating expenses for uncollectible expenses, compressor 257 

fuel expense (Peoples Gas), and franchise requirements (North Shore). 258 

Q. Please describe Mr. Effron’s proposed adjustment to rate base relative to the Utilities’ 259 

liabilities for OPEB. 260 

A. Mr. Effron is proposing, in his GCI Ex. 2.0, Schedule B, to deduct the Utilities’ accrued 261 

OPEB liabilities from plant in service in determining the Utilities’ rate bases. 262 

Q. Do you agree with this adjustment? 263 

A. No, I do not.  Mr. Effron states that it is the Commission’s usual practice to deduct the 264 

accrued OPEB liability from plant in service in the determination of rate base.  However, 265 

in Commission Docket No. 05-0597 regarding the rates of Commonwealth Edison 266 
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Company (Order  July 26, 2006), not only did the Commission not adjust rate base by the 267 

accrued OPEB liability, it also allowed an addition to rate base for amounts not recovered 268 

due to increased FAS 106 expenses from 2000 to 2004.  Thus, it is not an accurate 269 

assumption that the accrued OPEB liability should be deducted based on the argument 270 

that it is Commission practice.   271 

Moreover, in addition to excluding the OPEB liability from rate base, the 272 

Utilities’ also excluded their respective net pension assets  (Peoples Gas net assets of 273 

$110 million, net of deferred taxes) and liabilities (North Shore net liabilities of $24,000, 274 

net of deferred taxes) from rate base.  If Mr. Effron’s proposal is considered by the 275 

Commission, then an adjustment for the net pension assets/liabilities should also be 276 

added to the rate base of each utility.  The same arguments used by Mr. Effron for 277 

including the OPEB liability are applicable to the pension balances.  In the case of the net 278 

pension assets, they are derived from cash contributions and gains that benefit customers 279 

through lower overall pension expense. 280 

Q Please describe Mr. Effron’s recommended adjustments to uncollectible expenses, 281 

compressor fuel expense (Peoples Gas), and franchise requirements (North Shore). 282 

A Mr. Effron’s adjustment for uncollectible expenses is derived from his overall proposal to 283 

adjust pro-forma gas charge revenue due to the price spikes experienced during fiscal 284 

2006.  Mr. Effron is proposing the use of the Utilities’ average price of gas ($8.12 for 285 

Peoples Gas) and ($8.00 for North Shore) to determine the pro-forma gas charge revenue.  286 

Using the Utilities’ respective uncollectible rates, he is proposing a decrease to 287 

uncollectible expense of $5,061,000 and $286,000 for Peoples Gas and North Shore, 288 

respectively.  Using the same price for North Shore, Mr. Effron also proposes a decrease 289 
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in franchise requirements of $630,000 based on the therms provided by North Shore to 290 

satisfy these requirements.  Citing the same issue of prices, Mr.  Effron is also proposing 291 

a decrease in compressor fuel expenses for Peoples Gas of $1,587,000, bringing the 292 

expense down to the fiscal year 2005 level. 293 

Q Do you agree with Mr. Effron’s proposed adjustments? 294 

A I agree that the prices for fiscal year 2006 were significantly higher than in some other 295 

recent periods.  However, I would point out that gas prices have been very volatile in 296 

recent years and a “normal” level is hard to define.   The gas costs calculation used by 297 

Mr. Effron could just as easily moved in a negative direction (higher costs causing higher 298 

expense).  Although this does not cause a large variance for compressor fuel and 299 

franchise requirements, it can result in large swings in uncollectible expenses.  This 300 

variability, as noted by Ms. Grace, is exactly the reason the Utilities have filed for the 301 

uncollectibles riders. 302 

Thomas Zack, in his rebuttal testimony will address the Utilities’ proposed 303 

adjustment to the initial gas costs underlying these expenses.  The attached Exhibit LK-304 

2.3 provides a recalculation of each of Mr. Effron’s adjustments using the prices provided 305 

by Mr. Zack (projected gas costs or LIFO price, as appropriate).  It should be noted that 306 

the compressor fuel adjustment proposed by Mr. Effron did not take into account increase 307 

in actual fuel usage from fiscal year 2005.  The adjustments on Exhibit LK-2.3 utilize the 308 

actual volumes used during fiscal year 2006.  Finally, it should be noted that the 309 

uncollectible adjustment proposed by Mr. Effron assumes that there is no uncollectible 310 

rider.  The Utilities’ proposed adjustment therefore follows that assumption.  If the rider 311 
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is approved, the proposed adjustment should be deducted from the uncollectible rider 312 

amounts and not as an adjustment to the revenue requirement in base rates. 313 

Q. Does this conclude your Rebuttal Testimony? 314 

A. Yes. 315 

 316 


